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Abstract 
With the continuous improvement of information construction, the penetration rate of 
E-commerce in rural areas has gradually increased, and E-commerce has become one of 
the important ways to change the backward situation in rural areas. However, based on 
historical and reality, the level of development of E-Dependence in YingDe city (YD), is 
still in a relatively backward stage. In the past few years, under the promotion of 
government and enterprises, the development of rural areas have received higher 
emphasis in YD , relevant farmers, units, and enterprises have participated in and layout 
rural E-commerce. City also fully combines the opportunities for rural comprehensive 
reforms, to create the Rural Electronic Pioneer Park, combined with local agricultural 
products, and develop counties E-commerce. After two years of continuous exploration, 
it has been first effective, but reviewing the experience of past development and the 
current development situation, YD YD city rural E-commerce still has many deficiencies 
and progress space, especially in funds, talents, logistics, goods supply chains and other 
planes. This study describes the development status of rural E-commerce, by using the 
related theory and tools of E-commerce, analyzing problems, and the future 
development of the YD City E-commerce is given. Relevant countermeasures 
recommendations to help their future development. 
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1. Introduction 

E-commerce has had a profound impact on rural society, and rural E-commerce is an important 
way to promote rural innovation and opening up new marketing channels. Combine rural 
development with modern E-commerce and increase farmers' income. Through the production, 
processing, packaging, online sales, logistics, transportation, transportation, transportation of 
high-quality agricultural products to different places, allowing the people to achieve more 
quality resources in the minimum cost, and rural E-commerce The fundamental purpose. This 
study focused on the development of rural E-commerce in. YD is the largest county-level city-
level city in Guangdong Province, with rich land resources and agricultural resources, due to 
the uneconomic development, the economic development is also relatively slow. In recent years, 
YD city has continued to develop rural E-commerce, combined with the Internet + and rural E-
commerce, to create a county brand in the YD city, in order to expect rural E-commerce, rural 
business, strong rural E-commerce city. However, the development of rural E-commerce in is 
still in the early stages, and there are many places that need to be optimized. 
At present, rural E-commerce is still a period of development, and there are still many problems 
that have not been resolved. Based on the "four flows theory" (information flow, business flow, 
capital flow, logistics), "talent mobile" theory and "information asymmetric theory" to 
summarize the status quo of the development of YD city. Using the literature review method 
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and the SWOT analysis method to analyze the current situation of rural E-commerce, explore 
the problem and reasons for the development of rural E-commerce development in YD City. 

2. Related Concepts and Theories 

2.1. Concept Definition 
2.1.1. E-Commerce 
E-commerce is based on Internet technology, all business activities for transactions. E-
commerce has the characteristics of cross-land, convenience and security. It is an important 
business form of modern commercial development. Mainly using network communication 
devices such as mobile phones, computers to make business operations. Remits real-time 
transactions across various countries and regions. The E-commerce studied in this paper refers 
to the use of Internet technical means, integrated "information flow, business flow, capital flow, 
logistics" will sell goods to consumers. According to Yufeng Shi (2020): From the narrow level, 
E-commerce is only used by the Internet's technical means for commodity transactions; the 
generality level is deployed, its concept is to convert all the processes of business activities 
through networking into information. Flow, business flow, capital flow and logistics. 
2.1.2. Rural E-Commerce 
The development of rural E-commerce is restricted by factors such as lagging after 
infrastructure, low production level, low demographic quality, inconvenient traffic, and low 
consumption capacity. However, rural E-commerce is also an important way to solve the 
problem of low income and material shortage of rural areas. Therefore, for rural areas, E-
commerce is an important way of development. In this paper, rural E-commerce refers to the 
sales of the items produced by the rural areas to be sold to the outside world, which can be 
based on Xinzi Li (2020): rural E-commerce is a concept about the regional distinguish. Rural 
E-commerce is an E-commerce activity that is carried out around this subject of rural areas. 

2.2. Related Theories 
2.2.1. E-Commerce "Four Streams" Theory 

 
Figure 1. E-commerce "four streams" structure 

 
There is information flow, business flow, capital flow, and logistics in the "four stream" of E-
commerce, and Xiyan Han (2016) presenting "four streams" in E-commerce is integrated into 
all aspects of E-commerce, thus putting traditional models. , Transition to E-commerce models. 
This article is aware of "four streams" theory to synchronize the "four streams" in E-commerce, 
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to achieve optimization services, and optimization services can make rural E-commerce to 
achieve better development. In the issues involved in the development of rural E-commerce in, 
you can classify the "four streams" theory, which is proposed to optimize the development of 
rural E-commerce in YD city. 
2.2.2. Information Asymmetry 
Theory was first made by G. Akerlof George. In 1970, the "information asymmetry" theory 
proposed by Zhang Wei (2021) is due to the sale of both parties in the goods. The contradiction 
produced by the situation is different. It is used to solve the contradiction caused by the buyers 
and sellers in the transaction process. This article believes that "information asymmetry" 
theory refers to the production, processing and sale of agricultural products, due to the opaque 
or no traceability of information, resulting in the information of agricultural products 
producers, sellers and consumers. The information is asymmetrical is an important issue that 
restricting the development of rural E-commerce development without expectation. 

3. Development Status of Rural E-Commerce in Yd City 

 YD city is a county-level city. The city's population is 11.94 million, covering an area of 5671 
square kilometers, 2020 GDP is 34.84 billion yuan, of which agricultural total output value is 
12.91 billion yuan, accounting for 37%, at the whole GDP output value occupies an important 
position. In recent years, we will vigorously develop rural E-commerce industries in recent 
years, and vigorously develop rural E-commerce industries. 

3.1. Business Flow 
YD city is rich in land resources and suitable for cultivated land. In the spring of 2020, YD city 
completed crop seeded area of 286,300 mu. YD city has strong crop production capacity and is 
the premise and foundation for realizing the development of rural E-commerce in. In 2018, 
Qingyuan E-commerce platform transaction volume was 11.2 billion yuan, an increase of 19.7% 
year-on-year; network sales were 2.54 billion yuan, a year-on-year increase of 23%. Qingyuan 
City's rural E-commerce transaction volume is 820 million yuan, an increase of 128% year-on-
year; the sales of agricultural products is 320 million yuan, an increase of 113% year-on-year. 
Sales of solid E-commerce is 1.8 billion yuan, accounting for 69%; sales of 32.5 million pieces, 
accounting for 38.15%; 14,082 stores, 11353 physical stores, accounting for 80%. 
At present, the rural E-commerce in has built the E-commerce industrial park in the "three-
centers of the first group", "one house" is the YD city Agricultural Products Experience Hall, 
"Three Central" is the rural Taobao Service Center, E-commerce Service Center, Youth E-
commerce Entrepreneurship Incubation Center. Red Tea, Kowloon Maze, etc. is the 
representative products of, rural E-commerce. Tea brand "Baili Show" built by rural 
cooperatives has gradually obtained social recognition and praise, and is in a profitable state, 
and the village's income has increased. The "Fugong Nong" founded by Song Yonghui is a 
successful company with a representative and research-effective enterprise with rural E-
commerce. 

3.2. Logistics 
Logistics infrastructure is the most difficult problem of agricultural products. Because 
agricultural products are easily deteriorated, there is a strict storage condition, and during 
transportation, the agricultural product is easily damaged by the outside world, which is easy 
to be damaged. Therefore, the logistics infrastructure requirements for agricultural products 
are highly high. And the freshness of agricultural products has also determined the quality and 
price of agricultural products. But the current YD city has no perfect supporting logistics 
enterprises, logistics warehousing is also very lacking. There are few rural E-commerce service 
sites in various towns and villages in. At present, there are only 50 in Rural Taobao service sites 
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in. Rural E-commerce service site is an important basis for propaganda E-commerce, both rural 
E-commerce, and downside, need to pass the countryside E-commerce service site. 

3.3. Capital Flow 
In 2019, the Municipal Government has a total of 16.8 million yuan for the development of rural 
E-commerce in. Among them, 10 million yuan is supported on construction of circulation 
infrastructure projects, talent training procurement, public service system construction and E-
commerce park construction costs are 1 million yuan, and the construction of rural E-
commerce service sites is 1.3 million yuan, county public brand procurement Use 2.5 million 
yuan. It can be analyzed that the development of rural E-commerce in is still in the basic 
construction stage, and the government's support for building YD city's county E-commerce is 
also greater. But because of economic problems, the funds supported are not much, relatively 
unpleasant relative to some developed county E-commerce counties. 

3.4. Information Flow 
 YD city is also relatively weak for the construction of the brand's establishment and traceability 
system. The establishment of agricultural products is a logo of a local rural E-commerce 
development. For the latter agricultural product market, there is a more powerful 
competitiveness, using brand marketing is also an effective way to promote E-commerce 
development in rural areas. During the period of "information asymmetry", producers and 
consumers, consumers do not know anything about the production conditions of agricultural 
products, leading to the distrust of agricultural products purchased by E-commerce. It is 
necessary to establish an agricultural product brand traceability system that belongs to. It can 
make the majority of consumers more trusted by agricultural products produced by, and 
prevent the day's counterfeit and shoddy commodities, affect the sales and image of YD city 
agricultural products. 

4. SWOT Analysis 

4.1. Strength 
4.1.1. Rural E-Commerce Service System 
Since its official development in August 2015, YD city E-commerce Industry Park has actively 
introduced social capital, building a "zero-cost" entrepreneurial platform, providing "one-stop" 
E-commerce public service for entrepreneurs. Today, the driving and demonstration role of E-
commerce has become increasingly prominent, YD city, town, and village three-level E-
commerce service system is getting more and more perfect. Cumulatively built 241 E-
commerce service stations and other E-commerce service stations such as rural Taobao, 
Jingdong, Suning to achieve full coverage of all towns (streets) of the city. Under the driving of 
the E-commerce industrial park, the city's E-commerce is generally in a good situation. 
4.1.2. Talent Training System 
Talent is the "operator" of E-commerce services and is the first driving force for E-commerce 
development. Now, the city's technical vocational school has opened three E-commerce 
professional classes, and more than 300 E-commerce talents have been cultivated, and they 
continue to enroll, solve the urgent needs of E-commerce talents. These students are very 
popular with E-commerce companies after graduation, and the employment situation is quite 
optimistic. In addition, an E-commerce school enterprise cooperative demonstration base and 
an agricultural product E-commerce experimental base were established. Up to now, the Youth 
E-commerce Entrepreneurship Incubation Center has held training class 61, more than 2,000 
people, and promoted more than 200 people successful employment. 
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4.1.3. Development of Agricultural Resources and Transportation Resources 
 YD city is the largest county-level city in Guangdong Province. Its land area is 5634.21 square 
kilometers, while its cultivated land is 5,4930 hectares, of which 5,975 hectares of water fields. 
Moreover, YD city has a branch of the Pearl River. It is also very rich in freshwater resources in . 
Modern traffic conditions such as highways, trains, and high-speed rail are all available. It is 
also a basis for the basis for the logistics conditions required to develop rural E-commerce in 
YD city. 

4.2. Weakness 
4.2.1. Product Standardization and Origin Traceability System is not Perfect 
At present, there is no standardization of agricultural products, and there is no such agricultural 
product traceability system, which will cause agricultural products to affect the influence 
through E-commerce. On the one hand, the quality of agricultural products sold out is uneven; 
on the other hand, the market is prone to counterfeit in YD city. Both of these aspects have a 
negative impact on the image of this county brand in, making the image of YD city are impaired. 
4.2.2. High Transportation Cost of Agricultural Products 
The transportation of agricultural products in is extremely uniform. At present, there is no 
transportation company specializing in the fresh transportation of agricultural products, 
leading to high transportation costs of agricultural products, and the loss rate in the 
transportation process of agricultural products itself is also quite high. This is more aggravated. 
The cost of transportation of agricultural products. The price of agricultural products sold in 
the line is slightly higher. 
4.2.3. E-Commerce Professional Management Personnel Shortage 
The shortage of E-commerce management personnel can be described as a large stumbling foot 
in the development of E-Division. At present, the E-commerce employees in YD city have little 
cultural level, and it is still not familiar with the rules of many E-commerce platforms from the 
physical store, constantly touching the river. Therefore, many rural E-commerce practitioners 
are very profitable, and there is no corresponding knowledge reserve. 

4.3. Opportunity 
4.3.1. Policy Support for Rural E-Commerce Development 
The role of rural E-commerce in rural poverteising field is increasingly obvious, and the 
government has continuously increasing investment in E-commerce field in recent years, 
especially for rural E-commerce's opening enterprises and farmers' agricultural products 
entering online platform, all issued relevant government the form of support and support, 
including funds and venues, and tax-related preferential policies. During this period, follow the 
government's support for the development of the footsteps, integrating agricultural resources 
and E-commerce resources, and can better establish a strong enterprise of regional rural E-
commerce companies. 
4.3.2. Integration of Agricultural Resources and Transportation Resources 
 YD city is the largest county-level city in Guangdong Province. Its land area is 5634.21 square 
kilometers, while its cultivated land is 5,4930 hectares, of which 5,975 hectares of water fields. 
Moreover, YD city has a branch of the Pearl River. It is also very rich in freshwater resources in. 
Modern traffic conditions such as highways, trains, and high-speed rail are all available. It is 
also a basis for the basis for the logistics conditions required to develop rural E-commerce in 
YD city. Therefore, through the development of rural E-commerce, you can use the Agricultural 
Resources and Traffic resources of. 
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4.4. Weakness 
Threats of brands in different regional agricultural products. 
The characteristics of agricultural products are based on the origin. The difference in 
agricultural products is also based on the birth of origin, but there are very few agricultural 
products that can only be produced in one place. Therefore, competition in the same type of 
agricultural products will inevitably affect the development of rural E-commerce in YD, which 
will be an important source of participation in E-commerce competition. 

4.5. Analysis Results 
Regional specialty agricultural products are the core advantages of the development of rural E-
commerce in YD city. The local governments will provide good financial support for E-
commerce development, but capital and information are currently developed, and solve 
logistics short boards. Establish brand awareness and establishing local brands are current 
major threats and disadvantages. At the same time, the supplementation of talents is also an 
important issue in the moment. Only to solve these problems, grasp the industry and policy 
advantages, we can better develop the rural E-commerce in. 

5. Countermeasures of Rural E-Commerce in Yd City 

5.1. Accelerate E-Commerce Industry Infrastructure 
Improve financial support, support the construction of rural products (including agricultural 
and sideline products, handicrafts, rural tourism, folk customs, etc.) grading, processing, 
packaging, storage, transportation and other logistics links. Support for funds in 
Entrepreneurship companies in YD city, which is a loan of higher policy quotas. Including the 
rapid cold chain logistics trunk and express delivery network density, from the hardware to the 
development of rural E-commerce in YD city. In terms of software construction, an YD city 
agricultural product E-commerce platform is established, involved in the intervention of third-
party E-commerce operations, helping farmers, rural cooperatives into the YD city Agricultural 
Products E-commerce platform, and help them operate. 

5.2. Strengthen Talent Training and Attraction 
During the booming of E-commerce, talents are particularly important, even in large cities in 
the first line, there will be the shortage of E-commerce talents. Therefore, YD city is absorbed 
on the one hand on the one hand of rural E-commerce talents, and on the other hand is more 
important. Create local E-commerce talents training model, rounding a batch of talents who can 
help local rural E-commerce development around the local specialty industry. 

5.3. Develop Quality Standards and Control Quality 
For the quality development level of agricultural products, establish relevant certification 
mechanisms and inquiry channels, create high quality brand image, design and application of 
Agricultural products brand in YD city. In an important way to improve the quality of 
agricultural products and establish a brand, the high-quality agricultural products will be 
output to the outside of the county brand reputation. 

5.4. Mining Local Brands 
 YD city has a title of black tea township, sonar orange hometown, and hometown of Yingshi. Its 
relatively famous agricultural and sideline products are: Heroes, Sassay Orange, Kowloon Tofu, 
Walking Chicken. This has a congenital advantage in the development of county brands. Based 
on these agricultural products, YD city's special county brand can be established. Increase the 
propaganda efforts of these agricultural and sideline products, thereby creating the brand of 
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YD city agricultural products. When people mention these agricultural products, they will 
remember. 

5.5. "Internet +" Rural E-Commerce Tourism Model 
 YD city is a tourist small town. located in the mountainous area of Yuebei, the mountains and 
water show, birds and flowers are a tourism city. has more than 21 tourist attractions, five 4A-
level scenic spots, four 3A-level scenic spots. Therefore, tourism is also an important industry 
in YD. Through E-commerce, YD city can absorb a large number of visitors who come to vacation. 
Therefore, establishing smart counties and domain tourism applications, using E-commerce 
means, putting the tourism industry of to a broader market, and is also a way for the 
development of rural E-commerce in YD city. 
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